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Abstract: We have used value sensitive design as a method to develop an agent-based model of values in hu-
manitarian logistics for refugees. Schwartz’s theory of universal values is implemented in the model in such a
way that agents canmake value trade-o�s, which are operationalized into a measure of refugee wellbeing and
a measure of public opinion about how the refugee logistics is being handled. By trying out di�erent ‘value-
scenarios’, stakeholders who are responsible for, or involved in refugee logistics can have insights into the ef-
fects of various value choices. The model is visualized and made usable as a platform (interactive website) for
decision-makers to understand the trade-o�s in policies for government and non-government organizations.

Keywords: AgentBasedModel, ValueSensitiveDesign, SimulationandPolicy,HumanitarianLogistics, Refugees,
Schwartz Values

Introduction

1.1 Agent based modelling can be a helpful method for simulating social systems, by modelling behavioural in-
teractions between distinct agents. In this article, we describe a case of using agent-based modelling to show
the joint e�ects of decisions of key stakeholders that are responsible for humanitarian refugee logistics in the
Netherlands, on refugee wellbeing. In line with the value sensitive design methodology (Friedman & Hendry
2019), we give explicit attention to values in the logistics processes around refugees. We use Schwartz’s the-
ory of basic human values, because it is an established system of values that lends itself for the purpose of
modelling. In this article, the concept of humanitarian logistics is understood broadly, and includes both the
procedural steps in the asylum procedure and the organization of concrete logistical matters such as housing,
transport and daily activities through which an asylum seeker goes until he or she has obtained refugee status.
The reason why we leave the procedural part and the concrete tangible part of refugee logistics together in our
research, is that in reality they are highly intertwined: the procedural step in which an asylum seeker finds her-
self defines what she can or cannot do (volunteering, studying, working, travelling, etc.) and what her housing
situation looks like before reaching the legal refugee status. This research is not about emergency housing of
UNHR worldwide, but o�ers an examination of how values that are reflected in the procedures and processes
do have a direct e�ect on the practical logistics and refugee wellbeing in refugee hosting countries (Vluchtelin-
genwerk 2019a). The perception of how theNetherlands dealswith the refugee situation is somewhat polarized
whereonegroupof people feelsmore shouldbedone to satisfy theneedsof refugees,while another group feels
that the Netherlands prioritizes the needs of refugees over the needs of Dutch citizens.1 It is therefore essential
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that the logistical process concerning refugees goes well. But what exactly does this mean, a ’good’ refugee
logistics? We approach the problem through an ethically oriented analysis of refugee logistics, constructing
an agent-based computer model with which we can simulate the refugee chain. The ’agents’ in the computer
model represent various stakeholders and organizations that o�er support in the refugee process. The chosen
approach does justice to the di�erent perspectives and values of each stakeholder. Simulations can then be
done with the model, serving as a communication tool between the parties, so that together, using the model,
various stakeholders can explore how certain (policy) choices create potential conflicts between values of other
stakeholders in the refugee chain. Ideally, this can lead to solutions for good cooperation between the parties
and therefore to a better refugee logistics process.

1.2 In order to turn the rather technical part of the agent-based model into a usable asset for policy makers, we
have developed an interactive user-friendly website that can be used as a discursive tool for stakeholders that
are involved in important value-based decisions concerning refugee logistics. In this way, the stakeholders can
showoneanother how theactions jointly haveabetter orworse e�ect on refugeewellbeing, aswell as onpublic
opinion about how the refugee logistics is being handled. This latter part is important for policy makers, who
need to remain sensitive to societal responses to policy implementation.

1.3 It is important to note that the term ’refugee’ formally denotes a legal status. However, in the remainder of
this article it is loosely used to refer to those people who are either externally displaced (who have not (yet)
registered in the hosting country) or are in the process of requesting asylum. We also use themore neutral term
’newcomer’ for them, as this is now the preferred term for most NGOs in the Netherlands.2

1.4 In this article, we discuss the principal result, which is a value sensitive agent-based model of humanitarian
logistics for refugees in the Netherlands, whereby di�erent scenarios are examined through simulations of the
model. With ourmodel and simulation, we aim to support decisionmakers (e.g., policymakers, NGOs, legal au-
thorities) dealing with a rather urgent practical situation, namely, the situation of refugees in the Netherlands,
through providing a discursive tool which supports them in voicing impacts of their own actions and actions
of others on the overall outcome of refugee logistics. Our team of researchers has developed a model and an
interactive website based on themodel that has been tested and presented to several stakeholders involved in
refugee logistics in the Netherlands. The website visualizes ameasure of wellbeing for refugees and ameasure
of Dutch residents’ public-opinion about how the management of refugees is handled (to be clear: not public
opinion about refugees in general). We start with some background information and a brief working definition
of humanitarian logistics in the Netherlands, followed by a discussion of the methods we use. Then we dis-
cuss the agent-basedmodel and the computer simulation. We conclude with a critical discussion of themodel
in terms of philosophical concerns as well as empirical issues that have been raised in stakeholder meetings
where we presented and tested the model.

Background

2.1 As of 30 June 2018, UNHCR reported a total population of people on the run from war and violence of 70.4
million people (UNHCR 2019). During the first half of 2018, at least 5.2 million people were newly displaced
and fewer people could return to their home countries, due to ongoing hostilities in e.g. Syria and increas-
ing problems in South America. The globally displaced population included 20.2 million refugees under UN-
HCR’s mandate3 and 3.2 million asylum-seekers4. According to international conventions asylum seekers are
those people that are fleeing their home country due to war or violence and that request protection in another
country. A�er a successful asylum application, refugee status is obtained and the refugee can live in the host-
ing country, o�en for the duration of several years initially. The Netherlands, like many other countries, hosts
refugees under the 1951 Convention. The total number of asylum applications in the Netherlands increased to
almost 58,880 in 2015, of which 27,710 come from Syria (Vluchtelingenwerk 2019b). In 2018 the number had
dropped to 30.380 requests (ibid). Especially during the period of high influx of asylum seekers, the Nether-
lands has experienced various challenges in the field of humanitarian logistics for refugees. It appeared to be a
di�icult task to organize and execute the refugee chain5 in a logistically good manner. The biggest challenges
in the logistics process are related to good coordination between parties that serve asylum seekers such as the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (IND), the Central Agency for the Housing of Asylum Seekers (COA) and
various social or voluntary organizations, such as Vluchtelingenwerk Nederland (VWN). Althoughmany organi-
zations do their utmost to keep the logistics process in order, there are cases inwhich a refugee remains stuck in
the refugee migration and asylum process for a prolonged period, sometimes due to lack of coordination and
cooperation between major stakeholders. In the Netherlands people stayed in the pre-processing locations,
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with limited facilities, for months (http://www.asylumineurope.org/news/12-09-2018/netherlands-processing-
times-increase-length-asylum-procedures) (AIDA 2018, 2019). Another risk for good logistics for refugees is that
hosting countries lose societal goodwill for supporting refugees (Oltermann 2016).

Related Research

3.1 Izquierdo et al. (2008) discuss a general method for understanding equilibrium states for social dilemmas,
through reinforced learning dynamics with agent-based models. This approach resembles our exploration of
value trade-o�s in refugee policies, as well as participatory modelling (Voinov & Bousquet 2010), as it implic-
itly includes the values of stakeholders in the modelling process. Furthermore, our agent-based model builds
on the work of (Silverman & Bharathy 2005) which explores modelling personality and cognition at the agent
level. (Mercuur et al. 2019) modelled a psychological experiment on dividing money in which the agents had
values andnorms,which has similaritieswith ourmodel. Ourmodel di�ers frompreviouslymentionedmodels,
because we implement values in amanner consistent with the established Schwartz’s theory of values (Wozny
2018).

3.2 In the field of refugees research several agent-basedmodels have been developed tomodel bottom-up dynam-
ics related to refugees. For example, Suleimenova & Groen (2020) developed an agent-based model to predict
the e�ect of policy decisions in the South Sudan conflict on camp arrival rates of displaced persons. They in-
cluded campborder closure, campcapacity change and forced redirection and thedistribution of refugees over
camps in neighbouring countries. Collins and Frydenlund built an agent-basedmodel whichmodels group for-
mation during long distance movement (2016). The model is a theoretical exploration that characterizes the
process of flight from conflict as a payo� variable which slows down movement but increases security. Groen
(2016) developed an agent-basedmodel that simulates flight fromviolent conflict through a strictlymovement-
oriented lens. Similarly, Hebért et al. (2018) and Suleimenova et al. (2017) used di�erent geo-spatially explicit
agent-based models to predict flight destinations following violent conflict. Unlike the previously mentioned
movement models, which focused on movement within a single or small cluster of states, Hattle et al. (2016)
applied a similarmethodology tomigration into Europe. Crooks &Hailegiorgis (2014) andHailegiorgis & Crooks
(2012) have developed a number of agent-based models of the spread of cholera within and between refugee
camps. Anderson et al. (2007) have developed a health focused agent-basedmodel that includes both refugees
and the institutions responsible for their care. Themodel includes aweighted set of desires in amanner similar
to the inclusion of values in our model.

3.3 Keeney (1996), Gregory & Keeney (1994) and (Keeney & von Winterfeldt 2007) developed deliberative value fo-
cused decision analytic models that were put to use in several di�erent contexts, for example ecological de-
cision making (Zia et al. 2011), airport systems (Curran et al. 2011) and, somewhat related to our research, for
improving cargo delivery planning in disaster a�ermath (Brandaõ Cavalcanti et al. 2017).

Methods

4.1 This research combines methods from the social sciences and computer science. In this section the di�erent
methods are systematically addressed.

Value sensitive design

4.2 The overall methodological framework stems from value sensitive design (Friedman et al. 2006), which is a
tri-partite design methodology consisting of conceptual, empirical and technical investigations. The concep-
tual part consistedmainly in using Schwartz theory of basic universal human values (1992; 2012) to implement
values in the model. The empirical part consists of stakeholder interviews and group meetings. The technical
design or product consists of building an agent-based model and interactive website. The website was de-
livered to the stakeholders and tested in a feedback session. An important step in our research was to make
the most important values in the refugee chain explicit. The Participatory Design approach (van der Velden &
Mörtberg 2014) was used for generating the most important values from the stakeholders through interviews
and stakeholder meetings, including a Group Decision Room (Gray 2008; Kolfschoten et al. 2011), which is a
computer-based anonymous group discussion method. Fourteen refugees who had been through the asylum
process andwhowere granted asylum in the Netherlandswere interviewed6. Most of themhad fled fromSyria,
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but somecame fromEthiopia or Eritrea andmostweremale. By usingUlrich’s Critical SystemsHeuristics (2003)
approach for stakeholder selection, an overview of the parties in the refugee chain that either caused or mit-
igated the problems was created. In this way it could be decided which parties, from the perspective of the
refugee, deserve a place in the agent-based model. In addition to interviews with refugees, representatives
of organizations that work with refugees and that were clearly related to the (problems in the) refugee chain
were interviewed and a group decision room was held with them. Amongst these were public servants from
theministry of justice and security, an asylum lawyer, COA and employees of NGOs such as the Salvation Army
and Word and Deed (Woord en Daad).

Computer science: Agent-basedmodelling and social simulations

4.3 Agent based modelling and social simulations are discussed here only briefly and elaborated upon in the re-
mainder of thepaper. Using agent-basedmodelling is awell-suited approach if the aim is not to o�er prescribed
solutions, but to simulate the complex context inwhich the problem resides (Axtell 2000; Epstein & Axtell 1996).
We deem the issue of humanitarian logistics for refugees such a case. Value driven behavior is motivated by
multiple and o�en contradictory principles (Schwartz 1992) expressed through policies of governmental agen-
cies and NGOs. In our case the focus is on refugee wellbeing and operational costs of logistics for refugees. The
present investigation organizes agent behaviour according to Schwartz theory of values, which is a systematic
set of beliefs about the world whose relative importance motivates action (Schwartz & Bilsky 1990).

4.4 The asylum procedure in the Netherlands provides the logistical structure of the model. It is complemented
with values to simulate agent’s preferences and responses to value-driven actions. The agents are key actors
in the asylum procedure. The agent-basedmodel is based on the Swartz value theory, but representatives that
work in the organizations that are in the model (the "agents") are consulted to get an understanding of what
kind of actions represent a value-satisfaction for that organization.

The Agent-Based Model

Asylum procedure

5.1 The agent-based model starts with the asylum procedure in the Netherlands. The key actors are asylum seek-
ers, COA, IND – Immigration and Naturalization Service), and Non-Governmental Organization (NGOs). Figure
1 shows the asylum procedure. The procedure consists of housing asylum seekers as they move through the
varying stages of the legal procedure.

5.2 It proceeds as follows: Before obtaining a formal Asylum Seeker (AS) status, a person who applies for refugee
status has the legal status Externally Displaced Person (EDP). He or she receives a health examination and regis-
ters as an asylum seeker at the Central Reception Location (COL). A�er two days, the person is sent to a Process
Reception Location (POL) facilitywhere their legal status changes to asylum seeker (AS) and they begin the gen-
eral asylum procedure. A�er an intake interview in the POL, IND repatriates asylum seekers from designated
safe countries under the Dublin Regulation7. If the newcomer appeals the decision or IND requires more time
to decide, the newcomer is transferred to the Asylum Seeker Center (AZC) for the extended asylum procedure.

5.3 Their accommodation and care ismanagedbyCOA,which tightly controlsmovement in andout of the AZC, and
residentsmust report regularly (Bakker et al. 2016). NGOs support newcomers bothduring anda�er theprocess
by providing information, resources and organizing activities (Dutch Council For Refugees 2016). The asylum
procedure lasts from four to eight days. If refugee status is granted, an asylum seeker receives a residence per-
mit, Temporary Residence (TR) status, for five years. Then, the refugee is o�ered social housing nearby the AZC
by a Dutch municipality, which are typically in rural zones. With refugee status, one can receive social security
benefits, enroll in auniversity, andwork. Refugeesare thenobligated toundergoan integration courseonDutch
language and culture. A�er passing the exam, they are then qualified to apply to become a permanent Dutch
resident (Bakker et al. 2016). A more detailed discussion of the general Dutch asylum procedure is provided in
Wozny (2018).

Schwartz’s theory of basic human values

5.4 The theoretical ’systemof values’ thatweuse for themodel is providedby social psychologist ShalomSchwartz.
His research has shown that people all over theworld recognize the importance of a set of ten basic value types
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Figure 1: The general Dutch asylum procedure (source: Wozny 2018).

(Schwartz 1992, 2006). However, each individualmaygive eachbasic value typeadi�erentpriority. Researchers
have also found correlations between what priorities people give to the basic value types. Schwartz therefore
calls his list of values universal human values. According to van der Weide (2011), Schwartz’s findings are useful
in a decision support system because they allow the system to make better predictions concerning an individ-
ual’s priorities betweenperspectives,whichalso allows the system tomakebetter suggestions concerningwhat
values the decision maker cares about in a certain decision context.

5.5 Schwartz’s approach to values is pragmatic, in the sense that he considers values to be helpful for three uni-
versal requirements of human existence with which values help to cope: needs of individuals as biological or-
ganisms, requisites of coordinated social interaction, and survival andwelfare needs of groups (1992). People’s
value priorities depend on what they ought to do to survive and strive for in their social environments. If a
person’s social environment changes, his or her value priorities may change. For example, Altemeyer & Smith
(1988) found that when people become parents, they tend to find tradition, conformity, and security values
more important. Schwartz (1992) proposes a structure between basic values types in which some basic val-
ues are congruent and others are o�en in conflict. Actions in pursuit of tradition values, for example, are o�en
congruent with actions in pursuit of conformity values such as obedience. Other values, such as achievement
values o�en conflict with the pursuit of benevolence values. Figure 2 shows the ten values that Schwartz found.
Schwartz deliberately pictured themasa circle, to stress that adjacent value types share somemotivational em-
phases and are compatible, while values that are further away are o�enmore conflicting or even diametrically
opposed. Thiswayof organizing values yields four quadrants, or clusters or values, namely Self-Transcendence,
Self- Enhancement, Conservation, and Openness-to-Change.

Figure 2: Circle of Schwartz’s Theory of Values broken into quadrants (based on Schwartz & Butenko 2014).

5.6 Some of the values found by Schwartz were also found in our own empirical work. Safety, for example, is men-
tioned, while privacy is lacking in Schwartz list of values, which could indicate that some values that we found
in the group decision room are not as universal as onemight think.
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Figure 3: Implementation of Schwartz Value Quadrants (SVQs) within the model.

5.7 Our model explicitly used Schwartz values. For pragmatic (computational/simplicity) reasons we did not use
all ten values separately, but rather, we used the four clusters of values, i.e., the value quadrants.

Modelling Schwartz values

5.8 Here, we explain how the Schwartz Values are implemented in the model, manifested by agents and opera-
tionalized into a measure of wellbeing of asylum seekers. An ODD (Overview, Design concepts, and Details)
Protocol describing the model is available and can be found in Wozny (2018). The agents in our model ’carry’
the four Schwartz Value Quadrants (SVQs), which represent a cluster of Schwartz’s Values. The four clusters
are: Conservation, Self-Enhancement, Self-Transcendence, and Openness-to-Change. Each Schwartz Value
Quadrant (SVQ) is ascribed a satisfaction threshold between [0,100] indicating its importance to the agent. The
threshold indicates the relative importance that a particular cluster of values has for the agent: 0means not im-
portant that this cluster of values is satisfied, while 100means very important that this cluster of values is satisfied.
Thus, each SVQ has a threshold, but the threshold di�ers per individual agent. An example is shown below.

5.9 At any given point in time an agent has a current level of satisfaction of the SVQ which decays uniformly over
time. SVQs are satisfied by performing SVQ acts (activities for newcomers, actions for institutional agents), in
orderwords, the decaying SVQ canbe ’refilled’ (below, on or above the threshold level) by acts or actions. Thus,
SVQ acts increment the agent’s current amount of a given SVQ. An agent’s SVQ is satisfied when the agent’s
current amount of the SVQ is greater than the agent’s satisfaction threshold for the SVQ. The model is built
in such a way that each increment amount of an SVQ act is always 100 minus SVQ threshold. This is a design
choice in themodel, based on the consideration that SVQswith higher satisfaction thresholds require the agent
to takemore SVQ acts since: (1) the SVQ threshold is high and (2) the high SVQ threshold creates a small SVQ act
increment amount. When given an opportunity to choose what act to take an agent chooses the act that once
taken will minimize the distance between the amount of the most deficient SVQ and the SVQ threshold. Figure
3 shows an example of this.

5.10 The analogy of a battery could facilitate understanding of the model.

Definitions

• Red/White Bar - The SVQ, in other words the cluster of values. In the battery analogy this is the battery.

• Line designated ’Current amount of the SVQ’ - The amount of value currency that is currently inside
the cluster of values. In the battery analogy this is the amount of energy currently inside the battery

• Satisfaction threshold - The minimum amount of value currency that the agent needs to have inside
the cluster of values to be a satisfied. In the battery analogy this is the amount of energy that the agent
minimally wants to have in the battery to be satisfied with the battery charge.

• Act increment - The amount of value currency that is added to the cluster of values each time an agent
performs a valuable action, namely an action that relates positively to the cluster of values. In the battery
analogy this reflects each time the battery is given a shot of battery charge.
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5.11 To continue the analogy, the SVQ is a battery which holds energy. The energy is then the value currency which,
like any battery, drains at a certain rate (even if no appliance is connected to the battery). An agent can choose
which battery it ismost important to have a high energy level of. For somebatteries 20% is a satisfactory energy
level (e.g., a clock), while for another battery 80% might be the satisfactory energy level (e.g., for an engine
starter). In the same way, an agent can choose which threshold level is satisfactory for which SVQ.

5.12 As with energy in this example of a battery, the amount of value currency also decays over time. In our model,
the value currency in an SVQ decays at a constant rate. However, SVQs can be increased, thus potentially sat-
isfied, by performing SVQ acts (activities for newcomers, actions for institutional agents) which increment the
agent’s amount associated with the SVQ. In terms of the battery analogy: these batteries can be charged so as
to increase the amount of energy until they reach, or preferably overshoot, theminimumamount of energy that
needs to be in the battery, i.e., the threshold level set by the agent. An agent’s SVQ is satisfiedwhen the amount
of value currency inside the SVQ is greater than or equal to the satisfaction threshold.

5.13 We have set-up the model in such a way that the increment amount of an SVQ act is 100 - SVQ threshold. The
reason for this design choice is that we needed a way to reflect the relative importance of the SVQs with higher
satisfaction thresholds. They require the agent to take more SVQ acts, in other words, it is more di�icult to
satisfy the SVQ that you deemmore important. The high SVQ threshold imposes a small increment amount for
each act that it deems. When given an opportunity to choose what act to take an agent chooses the act that
once taken will minimize the distance between the most deficient SVQ and the SVQ threshold.

Agents

5.14 Within our model each type of agent has two possible types of acts: (1) obligatory acts and (2) SVQ acts, which
are voluntary. Obligatory acts must be completed by the agent when required. Table 1 summarizes the oblig-
atory and optional SVQ acts each agent can take. It is important to note that acts of newcomer agents in our
model areactivities, and the acts of institutional agents, COA,NGOs and INDareactions. Thedistinction ismade
to contrast the fixed set of institutional actions and the changing set of newcomer activities. While both SVQ
actions and SVQ activities satisfy SVQs, only newcomer activities have a certain weekly frequency such that the
set of possible activities is temporally variable. Please note that the actions or activities are at best (empirically
informed) examples of what the agents can do and the list is not exhaustive.

Newcomers

5.15 Within ourmodel newcomers navigate the general Dutch asylumprocess shown in Figure 1. During the process,
the newcomer is subject to decisions of IND and COA. We explicitly understand the decisions of these agents,
as well as to the decisions of newcomers to perform actions, to be value inspired decisions.

5.16 Interview: The first step in theprocess is the IND Interview,whichpotentially increases thenewcomer’sdocumen-
tation-quality, because the interview report consists of documents to prove their case. The IND, as a govern-
ment institutional agent, decides on the legal status of the newcomer.

5.17 Activities: Once a newcomer completes their interview, he or she can participate in SVQ activities. Activities
made available by either the COA or the NGO include: (1) Custom Activities developed by the NGO, 2) Volunteer
(requires NGO to be present), (3) Language Class (requires newcomer to be legal status TR), (4) Football8, (5)
Work and (6) Study. The values satisfied by these activities are shown in Table 1. The translation between values
and activities, in other words, how to interpret a certain activity as a value-satisfier for a specific value, is based
on interviews and common-sense reflection on the action or activity at hand. For example, we consider the
action ’study’ to satisfy theSVQof “Self-Enhancement”, because it increasesone’sopportunities tobesuccessful
in the future. Theaction“volunteer” (so thenewcomervolunteers in thekitchen for example) to satisfy thevalue
“Self-Transcendence”.

5.18 Health: Newcomers also have a health attribute that can be satisfied in a more or less adequate manner. The
value of health was mentioned in the group decision room. It had initially fallen o� the list of most important
values, but a�er discussion it was put back. The value of a newcomer’s health ranges between [0,100] and
is randomly distributed upon initialization of the model. It represents the physical health of the newcomer
and decays at a rate that depends on wellbeing (described next) and the ’health’ of the building in which the
newcomer resides. Building health reflects a combination of the cleanness of the building and the extent to
which the building is maintained. All activities, except for crime, require the newcomer to have a certain level
of health for participation in those activities. Newcomers can improve their health by either participating in the
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Agent SVQ/Obligatory Name Prerequisite

Newcomer Obligatory IND Interview Legal Status: EDP &
Paired with IND con-
ducting Interview
Newcomer

Obligatory Doctor Health<30
Conservation Language Class Legal Status: TR
Self-Enhancement Work Legal Status: TR, AS
Self-Enhancement Study Legal Status: TR, AS
Self-Enhancement Crime Legal Status: TR, AS & 40

< Health< 50 & Wellbe-
ing< 5

Openness-To-Change Football Legal Status: TR, AS
Self-Transcendence Volunteer NGO present
Determined by NGO Custom Activity NGO present

COA Obligatory Check-in Newcomer Paired with Accommo-
dation Change of New-
comer

Obligatory Construct Accommoda-
tion

None

Conservation Segregate None
Self-Enhancement Improve Facilities None
Openness-To-Change Adjust Sta� None
Self-Transcendence Invest None

IND Obligatory Interview Newcomer Paired with Newcomer
Participating in IND In-
terview

Obligatory Decide Newcomer Paired with Legal Status
Change of Newcomer

Conservation Raise Threshold None
Self-Enhancement Issue Statement None
Openness-To-Change Lower Threshold None
Self-Transcendence Adjust Sta� None

NGO Conservation Fundraise NGO present
Self-Enhancement Marketing Campaign NGO present
Openness-To-Change Custom Activities NGO present
Self-Transcendence Prioritize NGO present

Table 1: Agent Obligatory and SVQ acts

Football activity or taking part in the obligatory activity of going to the doctor. Themodel obligates newcomers
to go to the doctor when their health falls below a critically low threshold.

5.19 Wellbeing: We operationalized wellbeing as: 100 minus the average amount that a newcomer’s four SVQs are
not satisfied. Thus, wellbeing is measured in a [0,100] range where 0 reflects no value satisfaction in any SVQ
and 100 reflects complete value satisfaction in all SVQs. Upon initialization newcomers are initialized with SVQ
thresholds and SVQ amounts. Both the SVQ thresholds and the SVQ amounts are randomly distributed. An
additional activity that is always available to newcomers is Crime. Crime fulfils the Self-Enhancement SVQ. It
can occur when: (1) the newcomer is very unsatisfied with respect to the Self-Enhancement SVQ and (2) the
newcomer’s wellbeing is extremely low (i.e. below 5). Even under these circumstances the newcomer does not
necessarily participate in a Crime SVQ activity. A random distribution is sampled to determine if the newcomer
will choose to participate. The result is that crime is a rare occurrence that is only manifested by newcomers
under specific circumstances. However, when a crime does occur it reduces the city residents’ public-opinion
of the management of newcomers. The Volunteer activity, on the other hand, which requires an NGO to be
present, increases the city residents’ public-opinion of the management of newcomers.
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IND

5.20 The IND is the governmental agent responsible for updating the legal-status of a newcomer according to the
newcomer’s documentation-quality.

5.21 Documentation Quality: The first obligatory action is the interview, which produces an interview report and
which may include additional documents to prove the newcomer should be granted asylum. IND’s second
obligatory action is to: (1) initially decide on a newcomer’s asylum case or (2) decide on an appeal to a new-
comer’s case. IND has distinct thresholds for initial and appeal decisions. When the IND makes a decision, it
compares a newcomer’s documentation-quality to a threshold such that positive decisions occur if the thresh-
old is exceeded. IND’s SVQ actions can influence the parameters of this process. IND can raise the threshold
for documentation quality, a Conservation SVQ Action, which increases the e�ort that is demanded from the
newcomer to increase his or her documentation-quality. A high threshold could result in newcomers who pos-
sess su�icient documentation of their need for asylum being denied entry into the country. This type of IND
decision error is referred to as a false negative as it is a result which incorrectly indicates that su�icient docu-
mentation quality for a newcomer is absent. When an IND false negative (FN) decision occurs the city residents’
public-opinion of the management of newcomers decreases.

5.22 IND can lower the threshold for documentation quality, which is a Self-Transcendent SVQ Action, which works
in exactly the opposite manner. A Lower Threshold decreases the threshold on documentation quality, po-
tentially resulting in IND false positive (FP) decision errors: a result which incorrectly indicates that su�icient
documentation quality for a newcomer is present. When an IND FP decision error occurs, the city residents’
public-opinion of the management of newcomers decreases too. The importance of documentation quality
refers to the secondmost important value that wasmentioned in the group decision room: “Carefulness in the
action of the Dutch Government”.

5.23 Increase Sta�: The remaining IND SVQ actions also relate to the decision process. The IND can choose to in-
crease their sta� numbers, whichwe consider as anOpenness-To- Change SVQ action. This provides additional
sta� at the IND, which means that more cases can be handled in the same amount of time, thus increasing the
decision speed, which decreases the number of days a newcomer spends in the COL, POL and AZC facilities
waiting to receive a decision from IND.

5.24 Issue Statement: INDcan issuea statement in the formof a letter or apress release from thegovernment, poten-
tially dissuading newcomers to come to the country, which we consider an IND Self-Enhancement SVQ action.
It reduces the overall number of newcomers in the population.

COA

5.25 COA is an institutional agent responsible for housing newcomers in the COL, POL, AZC and social housing de-
pending upon where the newcomers are in the general asylum process. The COA also maintains the health of
each of these buildings and sta�s the buildings with COA employees. Both of the COA obligatory actions are
related tomanaging accommodations of newcomers. The first obligatory action is to Check-in newcomers into
their appropriate housing. The second obligatory action is to Construct Accommodation. This reflects COA
building additional housing facilities for newcomers when its current housing supply is at capacity.

5.26 Segregate: COA can decide to segregate newcomers, separating those who have yet to receive a final IND deci-
sion. This is aConservationSVQaction. COAsendsnewcomerswithpoordocumentquality tohousing locations
with worse building health and newcomers with high document quality to housing locations with better build-
ing health. Recall that a housing location’s building health impacts the health of the newcomers that reside in
it.

5.27 Invest: COA can invest by providing travel vouchers to newcomers, which is a Self-Transcendence SVQ action.
This allows newcomers to travel to other cities to participate in activities that better meet their SVQ needs.

5.28 Adjust Sta�: The COA can adjust sta�, which is an Openness-To-Change SVQ action. This increases the sta� in
housing locations to ensure that newcomers are carefully monitored. More careful monitoring within a COA
ensures that when travel vouchers are provided, all newcomers receive one. In addition, careful monitoring
ensures that newcomers whose health falls below the critical threshold visit the doctor.

5.29 Improve Facilities: COA can improve facilities, which is a Self-Enhancement SVQ action. This results in repairing
and providing maintenance to the COL, POL, AZC and social housing. Repairs and maintenance improve the
health of these buildings, which also improves the health of the newcomers residing in them. Improving facili-
ties could potentially lead to increase the value of privacy in the housing facilities (e.g. bymaking better sound
insulations), which is a value mentioned in the group decision room.
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5.30 COA also provides the following activities for newcomers depending on their legal status: (1) Language Classes,
(2) Football, (3) Work and (4) Study. These activities are scheduled on specific days of the week and that sched-
ule does not change based on the SVQ needs of the newcomers.

NGO

5.31 NGO is a non-government institutional agent that supports newcomers through the development and schedul-
ing of activities, raising funds from the public, and influencing the public. Unlike the other agents in ourmodel,
an NGO agent is not required to be present in cities and does not have any obligatory actions.

5.32 Fundraise: NGOs can fundraise, which is a Conservation SVQAction. Fundraise is an investmentwhich connects
the city residents’ public-opinion of themanagement of newcomers to a willingness for donating funds for the
NGO to use in the future.

5.33 Marketing Campaign: Theopposite of the Fundraise SVQaction for anNGO is theSelf-Enhancement SVQaction,
MarketingCampaign. Whenperforming amarketing campaign anNGOuses its funds to influence city residents’
public-opinion of the management of newcomers.

5.34 Custom Activities: An NGO can develop Custom Activities, which is a Self-Transcendence SVQ action. When
performing aCustomActivities action, anNGO identifies themost unsatisfied SVQamong the newcomers in the
city and develops an activity to satisfy it. Initially, the CustomActivity is scheduled for one session on a random
day of the week in the model. Every time a Custom Activity is developed the funds of the NGOs decrease. If an
NGO does not have su�icient funds, it cannot perform a Custom Activity action.

5.35 Prioritize: An NGO can Prioritize, which is an Openness-To-Change SVQ action, meaning that the NGO adjusts
the scheduling of Custom Activities in the city to best meet the current SVQ needs of the population. For ex-
ample, suppose an NGO has a Custom Activity satisfying the Openness-To-Change SVQ and a Custom Activity
satisfying the Conservation SVQ held two days a week. However, the most unsatisfied SVQ of the majority of
newcomers in the city is the Conservation SVQ. In this scenario, the NGO Prioritize SVQ action would decrease
the number of days theOpenness-To-ChangeCustomActivity is scheduled and increase the number of days the
Conservation SVQ is scheduled. Interactions between local Dutch people and newcomers in the setting of NGO
activities, such as language buddies and soccer mates, take place on a person-to-person level and can there-
fore contribute to a feeling of being recognised rather than seenmerely as a number in an o�en overwhelming
process and housing location. Thus, activities by NGOs potentially influence the value of receiving respect and
honour, or being valued as a human being, whichwas the fourthmost important valuementioned by the group
decision room.

Parameters

5.36 The initial values form the model parameters and are chosen from a uniform distribution shown in Table 2. A
uniform distribution is used to generate a populationwith equally diverse values. Themodel allows the user to
specify: (1) if NGOswill be present in the cities, (2) if the activities developedbyNGOsduring theCustomActivity
SVQactionwill bebrandedas activities newcomerswill participate in and (3) if the activities developedbyNGOs
during the Custom Activity SVQ action will be developed with an understanding of the most unsatisfied SVQ of
the newcomers within the city. This deepening of the model is done to emphasize the importance of cultural
sensitivity when organizing activities. For example, the NGO may o�er a Custom Activity satisfying Openness-
To-Change in the form of a bicycle riding class. However, even if the activity satisfies an unsatisfied SVQ for a
newcomer, heor shemaynotparticipate in theclassbecauseofnative cultural normswhere cycling is a children
activity, and adults, or women, are not supposed to cycle.

5.37 Themodel alsoenablesusers to specify the initial city residents’ public-opinionof themanagementof newcom-
ers and explore di�erent value parameterizations for the COA, NGO (if present) and IND. An overview of these
parameters and the aforementioned parameters are shown in Table 2. Each of the four values (Conservation,
Self-Enhancement, Openness-to-Change and Self-Transcendence) are put on a [0-100] scale. In addition, we
apply the Schwartz’s theory of values constraint that modifications in Conservation alter Openness-to-Change
andmodifications in Self-Enhancement alter Self-Transcendence.
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Parameter Value

NGO present in cities True/False
NGOCustomActivities Branded towardsNewcomers
(if NGO is present)

True/False

NGOUnderstandsNewcomer SVQs for CustomActiv-
ities and Prioritization (if NGO is present)

True/False

Initial Public Opinions in Cities (if NGO is present) [0-100]
COA Conservation [20-80]
COA Self-Enhancement [20-80]
COA Openness To Change 100-COA Conservation
COA Self-Transcendence 100-COA Self-Enhancement
NGO Conservation (if NGO is present) [20-80]
NGO Self-Enhancement (if NGO is present) [20-80]
NGO Openness To Change (if NGO is present) 100-NGO Conservation
NGO Self-Transcendence (if NGO is present) 100-NGO Self-Enhancement
IND Conservation [20-80]
IND Self-Enhancement [20-80]
IND Openness To Change 100-IND Conservation
IND Self-Transcendence 100-IND Self-Enhancement

Table 2: Model Parameters

Model execution

5.38 With the parameterization as given in Table 2, the model execution occurs through a series of time steps. A
uniform distribution is used to generate a population with equally diverse values. Because in general people
are di�erent and value di�erent things to di�erent degrees, the SVQs for each newcomer and the satisfaction
thresholdsareassigned randomly throughauniformdistribution. So individual agentswere randomlyassigned
di�erent value thresholds to represent a population with equally diverse values. Satisfaction (SVQ) threshold
is also distributed uniformly. The IND, COA or other newcomers do not know the satisfaction threshold of a
newcomer and the NGO only knows the most unmet need of all newcomers during a Custom Activity action.
This value is important in the model and it is randomly distributed. It does not directly dictate the actions of
any other agents, except the NGO during a Custom Activity.

5.39 In each step, newcomers first identify any obligatory acts that are required in the time step. If any of these
exist then the newcomer participates in the obligatory act and does not participate in any SVQ activities for
the given time step. If no obligatory acts need to be performed, then the newcomer identifies all SVQ activities
that can be performed. This depends on the schedule of activities for the day, the health of the newcomer, the
legal status of the newcomer, whether the newcomer has been given a travel voucher by COA and whether an
NGO is present in their city. Next, COA and IND take any obligatory acts that are required in the time step. It
is important to note that this does not preclude COA and IND from taking a SVQ action later in the time step.
Then, all agents (newcomers, COA, NGO and IND) identify the available SVQ act which minimizes the distance
between the amount of the most deficient SVQ and the SVQ threshold. Thus, each agent performs the action
that is most strongly value inspired. Finally, the agent takes the SVQ act and updates its state variables. When
an agent performs an SVQ act, the act directly e�ects other agents within the model.

5.40 A visualization of these direct e�ects on newcomerwellbeing and city residents’ public-opinion of themanage-
ment of newcomers is shown in Figure 4. Not shown in Figure 4 are indirect e�ects that can occur within the
model with respect to these two outcomes. Direct and indirect e�ects of acts on other outcomes are also not
shown. Model execution terminates a�er 1,000 time-steps (1 time step equals 1 day). This reflects about three
years of time passing where a "steady state" was noticed in the model. Any direct and indirect e�ects of the
model parameters on the agents and the e�ects of the agent’s actions on one another have stabilized.

5.41 1In order to make the model tangible and visual for practitioners, we made an interactive website, which re-
produces the general trends in our agent-based simulation. This website contains various output metrics of
samples of simulation runs whose initializations sweep the value parameter space. Figure 5 gives an impres-
sion of the website. Notice the drop-down menus in Figure 5. Users of the model can choose di�erent actions
for the COA, IND and NGO through the drop-down menus. These actions show underlying value choices and
depending onwhich value is prioritized, the outcome regarding refugeewellbeing and public opinion changes.
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Figure 4: Direct e�ects on newcomer wellbeing and public opinion of management of newcomers.

The outcome is represented through a red bar (newcomer wellbeing) and a green bar (public opinion of new-
comer management) on a 0-100% scale. 100%means that newcomers are most satisfied in terms of wellbeing
and that city residents are most satisfied with how the management of newcomers is done. We found that for
our stakeholders, these two outcomes are important: on the one hand refugee wellbeing is important for the
refugees themselves, but also for other stakeholders, such as Vluchtelingenwerk and COA, who then can see
the e�ects of their actions on the refugees, as well as the e�ects of their actions on the public opinion. Public
opinion about thehandling of the refugee logistics is important for policymakers, because it serves as feedback
from the public that is confronted with howwell the Dutch government and other stakeholders handle refugee
logistics and eventually this has consequences for the political opinion about the current government.

Figure 5: An impression of the interactive website on "value sensitive agent-based simulation of the refugee
crisis in The Netherlands". Note: https://rgore-vmasc.shinyapps.io/integration-model/.

Analysis of themodel

5.42 In order to find outcomes that are relevant to the issue at hand, we used a technique called statistical debug-
ging for enhanced trace validation of agent-based models (Gore et al. 2017). Characteristics of agents and the
model are trackedover timeand thenanalysedby subjectmatter experts (SMEs) to gain insight intounexpected
and potentially invalid output. Four trace validations were performed on the model. Each of the trace valida-
tions were run for 500 time-steps and each time step represents one week. The trace validations highlight how
the dynamics of the model optimize and minimize newcomer wellbeing and public opinion. It captures data
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throughout execution (i.e., records a trace of the execution) and uses the data to automatically generate con-
ditions related to the input parameters. In our case, we were interested in conditions that are true about the
input parameters when a specified output occurs that is of interest, in particular if refugee wellbeing = 100,
meaning that refugeewellbeing ismaximized (see Gore et al. 2019) for a detailed description of themodel). The
authors, in consultation with SMEs, found the internal dynamics which produced these outcomes valid given
the described system.

5.43 While the model allows for creating an array of results depending on the desired insights one wishes to gain,
below we present one insight that is derived from the model and that is of potential interest to policymakers,
namely the level of newcomer wellbeing.

High level of newcomer wellbeing

5.44 The model reveals that a high newcomer wellbeing, realized through satisfaction of about 80% of value needs
for all newcomers, is produced through a subtle set of conditions. The presence of an NGO in cities and an
understanding of the Custom Activities that newcomers will participate in is required to maximize newcomer
wellbeing; these conditions alone are not su�icient. Realizing high newcomer wellbeing also requires: (1) very
high initial resident public-opinion of the management of newcomers in the city, (2) an NGO’s understanding
of unsatisfied newcomer SVQs for Custom Activities and Prioritization and (3) COAs, NGOs and INDs that are
higher in Self-Transcendence and Openness-to-Change SVQs than Conservation and Self-Enhancement SVQs.
In other words, to maximize newcomer wellbeing, it is important for stakeholders to look beyond their own
organizational boundaries.

5.45 The outcomes shown in Figure 6 report on themodel execution a�er 1,000 time steps (1 time step= 1 day). This
reflects 3 years of time passing where a "steady state" of the model has been achieved with respect to public
opinion and newcomer well-being. The model is parameterized as follows (other than the changes specified
in the title of each graph to the IND parameters): NGOs are present in cities, NGO develop activities newcom-
ers will participate in, NGOs understand the Schwartz Value needs of newcomers, and initial public opinion
of newcomers is 100%. The COA improve facilities (Self-Enhancement) less frequently than it invests in new-
comers (i.e. provides a voucher to newcomers enabling them to travel to other cities to participate in activ-
ities) (Self-Transcendence) and the COA segregates newcomers (Conservation) less frequently than it adjusts
sta�s to meet the needs of newcomers (Openness To Change). The NGOs conduct marketing campaigns (Self-
Enhancement) less frequently than they develop Custom Activities (Self-Transcendence) for newcomers and
the NGOs fundraise (Conservation) less frequently than they prioritize the scheduling of Custom Activities in
the city to best meet the current needs of the newcomers (Openness To Change).

Low level of newcomer wellbeing

5.46 A significantly low level of newcomer wellbeing (Newcomer Wellbeing about 20%) occurs when either: (1) no
NGO is present in cities or (2) an NGO is present but the Custom Activities provided by the NGO are not branded
towards newcomers. This latter condition means that even though the NGO is developing Custom Activities,
newcomers are not interested in participating in them. As a result, the NGO SVQ actions Develop Custom Activ-
ities and Prioritize Activities Schedule have no e�ect on newcomer wellbeing. It is important to note that the
NGO understanding of newcomer SVQs in Developing Custom Activities does not appear in these conditions.
Thus, one recommendation of our model to decisions makers is: it is important for NGOs to Develop Custom
Activities that newcomers will participate in, even if those activities are developed without an understanding
of unsatisfied newcomer SVQs.

5.47 The most important variable related to avoiding low newcomer wellbeing (as well as low public opinion) is to
have the NGO develop culturally sensitive activities and these do not need to address unsatisfied SVQs (i.e.
avoiding low wellbeing outcomes does not depend on the satisfaction threshold). This insight could be useful
for policymakers in better understanding the e�ects of certain value-based decisions on newcomer wellbeing
and public opinion of how the refugee crisis is handled. In other words, organizing some type of activity is
better than doing nothing at all, but it is better if the activities that are organized are aligned with the needs
and interests of the newcomers.

5.48 The outcomes shown in Figure 7 report on themodel execution a�er 1,000 time steps (1 time step = 1 day). This
reflects 3 years of time passing where a "steady state" of the model has been achieved with respect to public
opinion and newcomer well-being. Themodel is parameterized as follows (other than the changes specified in
the title of each graph to the NGO parameters): The COA improves facilities (Self-Enhancement) less frequently
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Figure 6: Comparison of how di�erent Schwartz Values for the IND a�ect newcomer wellbeing and public opin-
ion of newcomers.

than it invests innewcomers (i.e. provides a voucher tonewcomers enabling themto travel toother cities topar-
ticipate in activities) (Self-Transcendence) and the COA segregates newcomers (Conservation) less frequently
than it adjusts sta� tomeet the needs of newcomers (Openness ToChange). TheNGOs conductmarketing cam-
paigns (Self-Enhancement) less frequently than they develop Custom Activities (Self-Transcendence) for new-
comers and the NGOs fundraise (Conservation) less frequently than they prioritize the scheduling of Custom
Activities in the city to best meet the current needs of the newcomers (Openness To Change). The IND issues
statements (Self-Enhancement) less frequently than adjusting sta� (Self-Transcendence) and the IND raises the
threshold newcomers are required tomeet to remain in the country (Conservation) less frequently than it low-
ers the threshold newcomers are required to meet to remain in the country (Openness To Change).

Conclusion

6.1 In this article, we have described and analysed an agent-basedmodel that characterizes the wellbeing of new-
comers in the context of asylum logistics using Schwartz’s theory of values as a decision procedure and well-
being operationalization. This research is inspired by value sensitive design, which explicitly focusses on val-
ues in a design process. The Schwarz values have been used as theoretical input to build the model, whereas
interviews and stakeholder meetings served to help connect values to concrete actions and vice versa. The
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Figure 7: Comparison of how the simulation variables related to NGOs a�ect newcomer wellbeing.

theoretical input on which the model ran was informed by what was found in the interviews and stakeholder
meetings.

6.2 The model shows how the constellation of stakeholders’ actions, which directly impact on one other, also af-
fects the stakeholders’ wellbeing and public opinion about how the logistics around refugees is handled by the
Dutch government. The model shows that the behaviour of key stakeholders may impact on the behaviour
of other stakeholders, thus together creating a positive or negative e�ect on refugee wellbeing and on public
opinion. The model shows how the value inspired decisions may have inverse e�ects, because of the complex
interwovenness of stakeholders, refugee wellbeing and public opinion. Themodel serves as a ’discursive tool’,
allowing stakeholders to discuss with one another how the decision of one stakeholder impacts upon other
stakeholders and how all these decisions a�ect the group they are meant to serve, namely refugees and Dutch
society in general.

6.3 The conceptual novelty of our research is in the explicitmodelling of values into an agent-based model of hu-
manitarian logistics for refugees. Weusedanestablished theoryof values in social literature, namelySchwartz’s
theory of basic human values. We constructed a website that can facilitate empirically informed discussions
among stakeholders who do not necessarily interact on a practical level in reality, but whose actions and deci-
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sions impact on one another. When testing di�erent scenarios through the agent-basedmodel, the researchers
concluded that the simulated situation, in general, corresponds towhat happens in reality under the same con-
ditions. We could therefore say that although themodel is rather coarse (e.g., we used only four SVQ instead of
all ten Schwartz’s values), it does seem to have a good fit with reality. Di�erent value-scenarios with di�erent
value trade-o�s can be simulated, leading to di�erent outcomes for refugee wellbeing and public opinion. The
model could therefore be used to discuss value trade-o�s with stakeholders.

6.4 We believe that our research is a good showcase of a combination of conceptual and empirical work on a soci-
etally relevant phenomenon: an agent-based model was designed in a value sensitive manner and discussed
with stakeholders in order to address the urgent problem of humanitarian logistics for refugees.

Discussion

Stakeholder feedback

7.1 Stakeholder feedback on themodel was given in ameetingwhere we presented and tested themodel together
with the stakeholders. One of the main points of concern was the definition of public opinion of the manage-
ment of newcomer logistics. It was not clear to the stakeholders how to understand public opinion or how the
percentages that were given by the model, depending on the chosen agent actions, were ’calculated’. Another
point of discussion was the translation between acts or actions and values: could it not be that some actions
have elements from more than one SVQ? In some cases, the stakeholders were not sure if the action that we
described reflected the correct SVQ, for example in the case of ’language class’: some argued that this is not a
conservation SVQ action, but a self-enhancement SVQ action.

7.2 The stakeholders had suggestions for further refinement, for example by creating a visualization of some kind
of “valuemeasure” or “measure of wellbeing” for each agent. They wish to see how the choices of other agents
a�ect their own values. They furthermore wish the model would give an explicit account of the value trade-
o�s made by agents during their decision processes. However, providing this insight at a level that facilitates
actionable decisions for stakeholders is di�icult. Within an execution of an agent-based model millions of de-
cisions are made by the agents. As a result, highlighting the trade-o�s related to each decision will result in
a deluge of information for stakeholders. Future work will attempt to identify an appropriate level of detail to
quantify and communicate this information. Further elaborations of the model should be made by including
other stakeholders, such as the mayors of cities, or the Dienst Terugkeer en Vertrek (DTenV, Repatriation and
Departure O�ice) in the Netherlands.

Conceptual issues

7.3 Schwartz provides a functionalist account of human values: they are motivators to cope with the human con-
dition. However, di�erent accounts of what values are could be given and it would be interesting to see if and
how the model would behave di�erently if we began with a di�erent theoretical stance; for example, taking
values as typical universal intuitions about what is desirable in this life and for theworld in general, rather than
’assets’ for survival. Another critique may be that Schwartz’s approach is di�erent from the value sensitive de-
sign approach, in the sense that in value sensitive design the value concerns are o�en aboutmoral values. The
interesting question is whether using a di�erent set of values to build the model with would yield the same re-
sults? For example, if we use all ten of Schwartz’s values, will the agent-basedmodel give the same results? The
main aim of our research was to see whether values could be meaningfully modelled , rather than to validate
the model based on di�erent value systems.

7.4 In our research, we explicitly focused on refugees as key stakeholders, but we could have chosen the Dutch
population to be the focal stakeholders in the model. Changing this priority would probably yield di�erent
results.

7.5 As with any design, designing a model means that choices have to be made. We chose to limit the model in
di�erent ways; for example, refugees can only choose seven di�erent activities and the other agents are even
more limited in their actions, they can perform about three alternative actions. The agents were o�en strictly
limited; for example, improving one’s health can only be done by visiting a doctor or attending a sports activity
(football). We are aware of these limitations. Nevertheless, this coarse model yields results that make sense.
Refining the model by adding additional agents (such as the mayors of cities), or providing more possible ac-
tions or activities, would not necessarily lead to a bettermodel. Addingmore data or parameters can introduce
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noise by introducing factors that are not relevant for the phenomenon in the real world, but whose addition
would nevertheless influence the results of the model. The art of social simulation is to find the minimal set of
relevant parameters that can explain the emerging phenomena.

7.6 Our agent-basedmodel leaves ample room for improvement and refinements, but it has been proven success-
ful in bringing the attention of stakeholders in the management of logistics for refugees to the wellbeing of
refugees, rather than a sole focus on e�iciency and manageability of the situation. It is a tool to generate in-
sights regarding value trade-o�s. Technological developments o�en involve value trade-o�s. In our research
wemade the value trade-o�s explicit and created a way to show the e�ect of the di�erent trade-o�s in refugee
logistics. It can be further refined and adapted to understand value trade-o�s in (for example) climate change
discussion and risk analysis.

Model Documentation

Thesupportingmaterial includes thesourcecode,whichcanbe foundhere: https://github.com/phillipjw/
humanitarian_logistics/tree/reboot. The program is written in Python. The link to the interactive web-
site can be found here: https://rgore-vmasc.shinyapps.io/integration-model/. The website repre-
sents a statistical meta model which summarizes the high-level results of our analysis.
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Notes

1For example, Dutch politician Wilders charged premier Rutte of discrimination against all Dutch citizens
(https://rutte3discrimineert.nl).

2“I had somany conversationswith newcomers and theywere all donewith the idea that theywere sad and
needed help, they just wanted to build a normal life. This is why we use the word newcomer” Julius Weise in
Fallon (2018).

3Refugees include individuals recognized under the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and
its 1967 Protocol, persons recognized under the 1969 Organization of African Unity (OAU) Convention Govern-
ing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa, those recognized in accordancewith theUNHCRStatute,
individuals granted complementary formsof protection, and those enjoying temporary protection. The refugee
categoryalso includespersons ina refugee-like situation (https://www.unhcr.org/statistics/unhcrstats/
5c52ea084/mid-year-trends-2018.html).

4Asylum-seekers (with ‘pending cases’) are individualswhohave sought international protectionandwhose
claims for refugee status have not yet been determined.

5The term ‘refugee chain’ refers to the overall asylum process in which a number of partners cooperate on
the administrative, legal and logistical level of the asylum procedure. It is a common term in the Dutch asylum
system, seeherehttps://www.coa.nl/en/about-coa/chain-en-cooperating-partners/chain-partners.
The term ‘refugee’ formally denotes a legal status, however, in this article it is loosely referred to those people
that are either externally displaced (they have not (yet) registered in the hosting country) or are in the process
of requesting asylum. We also use the more neutral term ‘newcomer’ for them. In everyday language use is
o�en — legally incorrect — spoken about refugees when they mean asylum seekers.

6See Report Vluchtelingen Logistiek en waarden, C.G. Boshuijzen- van Burken, April 23, 2018, unpublished.
7The Dublin III Regulation defines which State has the obligation to evaluate the asylum claims presented

by people who arrive in Europe.
8We use the game of football in our model, because it is a sports activity that is o�ered in nearly all AZCs.

But one can also read “Sports” in general whenever it states “Football”.
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